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A FOURIER APPROACH TO THE INVERSE SOURCE PROBLEM IN AN
ABSORBING AND ANISOTROPIC SCATTERING MEDIUM
HIROSHI FUJIWARA, KAMRAN SADIQ, AND ALEXANDRU TAMASAN
ABSTRACT. We revisit the inverse source problem in a two dimensional absorbing and scattering
medium and present a non-iterative reconstruction method using measurements of the radiating flux
at the boundary. The attenuation and scattering coefficients are known and the unknown source is
isotropic. The approach is based on the Cauchy problem for a Beltrami-like equation for the sequence
valued maps, and extends the original ideas of A. Bukhgeim from the non-scattering to scattering me-
dia. We demonstrate the feasibility of the method in a numerical experiment in which the scattering
is modeled by the two dimensional Henyey-Greenstein kernel with parameters meaningful in Optical
Tomography.
1. INTRODUCTION
This work concerns a Fourier approach to the inverse source problem for radiative transport in
a strictly convex domain Ω in the Euclidean plane. The attenuation and scattering coefficients are
known real valued functions. Generated by an unknown source f , in the steady state case, the
density of particles upz,θq at z traveling in the direction θ solve the stationary transport equation
θ ¨∇upz,θq ` apzqupz,θq “
ż
S1
kpz,θ ¨ θ1qupz,θ1qdθ1 ` fpzq, pz,θq P Ωˆ S1,(1)
where S1 denotes the unit sphere.
Let Γ˘ :“ tpz,θq P Γ ˆ S1 : ˘νpzq ¨ θ ą 0u be the incoming (-), respectively outgoing
(+), unit tangent sub-bundles of the boundary; where νpzq is the outer unit normal at z P Γ . The
(forward) boundary value problem for (1) assumes a given incoming flux u on Γ´, In here we
assume that there is no incoming radiation from outside the domain, u|Γ´ “ 0. The boundary
value problem is know to be well-posed under various admissibility and subcritical assumptions,
e.g, in [12, 10, 11, 1, 26], with the most general result for a generic pair of coefficients obtained
by Stefanov and Uhlmann [46]. In here we assume that the forward problem is well-posed, and
that the outgoing radiation u|Γ` is measured, and thus the trace u|ΓˆS1 is known. Without loss of
generality Ω is the unit disc.
In here we show how to recover f from knowledge of u on the torus ΓˆS1 and provide an error,
and stability estimates.
When a “ k “ 0, this is the classical X-ray tomography problem of Radon [37], where f is to
be recovered from its integrals along lines, see also [32, 18, 25]. For a ‰ 0 but k “ 0, this is the
problem of inversion of the Attenuated Radon transform in two dimensions, solved successfully by
Arbuzov, Bukhgeim and Kazantsev [2], and Novikov [34]; see [33, 8, 5] for later approaches.
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The inverse source problem in an absorbing and scattering media, a, k ‰ 0, has also been con-
sidered (e.g., [24, 44]) in the Euclidean setting, and in [42] in the Riemannian setting. The most
general result (k may vary with two independent directions) on the stable determination of the
source was obtained by Stefanov and Uhlmann [46]. The reconstruction of the source based on
[46] is yet to be realized. When the anisotropic part of scattering is sufficiently small, a convergent
iterative method for source reconstruction was proposed in [7]. Based on a perturbation argument
to the non-scattering case in [34], the method does not extend to strongly anisotropic scattering.
In addition, it requires solving one forward problem (a computationally extensive effort) at each
iteration.
The main motivation of this work is to provide a source reconstruction method that applies to the
anisotropic scattering media, with non-small anisotropy. In here we propose such a non-iterative
method. Our approach extends the original ideas in [2] from the non-scattering to the scattering
media.
Throughout we assume that a P C2,spΩq, and k and its angular derivative are periodic in the
angular variable, k P C1,sperpr´1, 1s;LippΩqq, s ą 1{2, and that the forward problem is well posed.
It is known from [46] that for pairs of coefficients pa, kq in an open and dense sets of C2 ˆC2, and
for any f P L2pΩq, there is a unique solution u P L2pΩˆS1q to the forward boundary value problem.
However, our approach requires a smooth solution u P H1pΩ ˆ S1q. As a direct consequence of
[46, Proposition 3.4] the regularity of u is dictated by its ballistic term. In particular, if f P H1pΩq,
then u P H1pΩ ˆ S1q. With the exception of the numerical examples in Section 7, we assume that
the unknown source f P H1pΩq, and thus the unknown solution
(2) u P H1pΩˆ S1q.
In the numerical experiment we use a discontinuous source, whose successful quantitative recon-
struction indicates robustness of the method.
Let upz,θq “ ř8´8 unpzqeinθ be the formal Fourier series representation of u in the angular
variable θ “ pcos θ, sin θq. Since u is real valued, u´n “ un and the angular dependence is
completely determined by the sequence of its nonpositive Fourier modes
Ω Q z ÞÑ upzq :“ xu0pzq, u´1pzq, u´2pzq, ...y.(3)
Let knpzq “ 12pi
şpi
´pi kpz, cos θqe´inθdθ, n P Z, be the Fourier coefficients of the scattering kernel.
Since kpz, cos θq is both real valued and even in θ, knpzq are real valued and knpzq “ k´npzq.
Throughout this paper the Cauchy-Riemann operators B “ pBx ` iByq{2 and B “ pBx ´ iByq{2
refer to derivatives in the spatial domain. By using the advection operator θ ¨∇ “ e´iθB` eiθB, and
identifying the Fourier coefficients of the same order, the equation (1) reduces to the system:
Bu1pzq ` Bu´1pzq ` apzqu0pzq “ k0pzqu0pzq ` fpzq,(4)
and
Bunpzq ` Bun´2pzq ` apzqun´1pzq “ kn´1pzqun´1pzq, n ‰ 1.(5)
In particular, the sequence valued map (3) solves the Beltrami-like equation
Bupzq ` L2Bupzq ` apzqLupzq “ LKupzq, z P Ω,(6)
where Lupzq “ Lpu0pzq, u´1pzq, u´2pzq, ...q :“ pu´1pzq, u´2pzq, ...q denotes the left translation,
and
Kupzq :“ pk0pzqu0pzq, k´1pzqu´1pzq, k´2pzqu´2pzq, ...q(7)
is a Fourier multiplier operator determined by the scattering kernel.
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Our data u|ΓˆS1 yields the trace of a solution of (6) on the boundary,
g “ u|Γ“ xg0, g´1, g´2, ...y.(8)
Bukhgeim’s original theory in [9] concerns solutions of (6) for a “ 0 and K “ 0. Solutions of
Bu` L2Bu “ 0,(9)
(called L2-analytic) satisfy a Cauchy-like integral formula, which recovers u in Ω from its trace
u|Γ . In the explicit form in [15], for each n ě 0,
u´npζq “ 1
2pii
ż
Γ
u´npzq
z ´ ζ dz `
1
2pii
ż
Γ
"
dz
z ´ ζ ´
dz
z ´ ζ
* 8ÿ
j“1
u´n´2jpzq
ˆ
z ´ ζ
z ´ ζ
˙j
, ζ P Ω.(10)
In Section 2 we review the absorbing, non-scattering case. While we follow the treatment in
[38], it is in this section that the new analytical framework and notation is introduced. Section 3
describe the reconstruction method for scattering kernels of polynomial dependence in the angular
variable. Except for the numerical section in the end, the remaining of the paper analyzes the error
made by the polynomial approximation of the scattering kernel. In Section 4 we exhibit the gain
in smoothness due to the scattering, in particular, the 1{2-gain in (61) below has been known (with
different proofs) see [26], and in a more general case than considered here in [46].
The key ingredient in our analysis is an a priori gradient estimate for solutions of the inhomoge-
neous Bukhgeim-Beltrami equations, see Theorem 4.2 in Section 4. Our starting point is an energy
identity, an idea originated in the work of Mukhometov [30], and an equivalent of Pestov’s identity
[42, 49] for the Bukhgeim-Beltrami equation. The proof of the gradient estimate in Theorem 4.2
uses essentially 1 derivative gain in smoothness due to scattering. As a consequence, in Theorem
6.1 we establish an error estimate, which yields a stability result for scattering with polynomial
angular dependence (see Corollary 6.1). Furthermore, in a weakly anisotropic scattering medium
the method is convergent (see Theorem 6.2), thus recovering the result in [7].
The feasibility of the proposed method is implemented in two numerical experiments in Section
7. Among the several models for the scattering kernel used in Optical Tomography [3], we work
with the two dimensional version of the Henyey-Greenstein kernel for its simplicity. In this kernel
we chose the anisotropy parameter to be 1{2 ( half way between the ballistic and isotropic regime),
and a mean free path of 1{5 units of length e.g. (meaningful value for fluorescent light scattering in
the fog).
2. A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE ABSORBING NON-SCATTERING MEDIUM
In the case for a ‰ 0 andK “ 0, the Beltrami equation (6) can be reduced to (9) via an integrating
factor. While this idea originates in [2], in here (as in [38]) we use the special integrating factor
proposed by Finch in [15], which enjoys the crucial property of having vanishing negative Fourier
modes. This special integrating factor is e´h, where
hpz,θq :“ Dapz,θq ´ 1
2
pI ´ iHqRapz ¨ θK,θKq,(11)
and θK is orthogonal to θ, Dapz,θq “
ż 8
0
apz ` tθqdt is the divergent beam transform of the
attenuation a, Raps,θKq “
ż 8
´8
a
`
sθK ` tθ˘ dt is the Radon transform of the attenuation a, and
the classical Hilbert transform Hhpsq “ 1
pi
ż 8
´8
hptq
s´ tdt is taken in the first variable and evaluated
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at s “ z¨θK. The function h appeared first in the work of Natterer [32]; see also [8] for elegant
arguments that show how h extends analytically (in the angular variable on the unit circle S1) inside
the unit disc. We recall some properties of h from [40, Lemma 4.1], while establishing notations.
Lemma 2.1. [40, Lemma 4.1] Assume Ω Ă R2 is C2,s, s ą 1{2, convex domain. For p “ 1, 2, let
a P Cp,spΩq, s ą 1{2, and h defined in (11). Then h P Cp,spΩˆ S1q and the following hold
(i) h satisfies
θ ¨∇hpz,θq “ ´apzq, pz,θq P Ωˆ S1.(12)
(ii) h has vanishing negative Fourier modes yielding the expansions
e´hpz,θq :“
8ÿ
k“0
αkpzqeikϕ, ehpz,θq :“
8ÿ
k“0
βkpzqeikϕ, pz, θq P Ωˆ S1,(13)
with (iii)
z ÞÑ αpzq :“ xα0pzq, α1pzq, α2pzq, α3pzq, ..., y P Cp,spΩ; l1q X CpΩ; l1q,(14)
z ÞÑ βpzq :“ xβ0pzq, β1pzq, β2pzq, β3pzq, ..., y P Cp,spΩ; l1q X CpΩ; l1q.(15)
(iv) For any z P Ω
Bβ0pzq “ 0, Bβ1pzq “ ´apzqβ0pzq,(16)
Bβk`2pzq ` Bβkpzq ` apzqβk`1pzq “ 0, k ě 0.(17)
(v) For any z P Ω
Bα0pzq “ 0, Bα1pzq “ apzqα0pzq,(18)
Bαk`2pzq ` Bαkpzq ´ apzqαk`1pzq “ 0, k ě 0.(19)
(vi) The Fourier modes αk, βk, k ě 0 satisfy
α0β0 “ 1,
kÿ
m“0
αmβk´m “ 0, k ě 1.(20)
The Fourier coefficients of e˘h define the integrating operators e˘Gu component-wise for each
m ď 0 by
pe´Guqm “ pα ˚ uqm “
8ÿ
k“0
αkum´k, and peGuqm “ pβ ˚ uqm “
8ÿ
k“0
βkum´k,(21)
where αk and βk are the Fourier modes of e´h and eh in (13), and α,β as in (14), respectively, (15).
Note that e˘G can also be written in terms of left translation operator as
e´Gu “
8ÿ
k“0
αkL
ku, and eGu “
8ÿ
k“0
βkL
ku,(22)
where Lk “ L ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Ll jh n
k
is the k-th composition of left translation operator. It is important to note
that the operators e˘G commute with the left translation, re˘G, Ls “ 0.
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Different from [40], in this work we carry out the analysis in the Sobolev spaces l2,ppN;HqpΩqq
with the respective norm }¨}p,q given by
l2,ppN;HqpΩqq :“
#
u : }u}2p,q :“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2qp }u´j}2HqpΩq ă 8
+
.(23)
In Proposition 2.1 below we revisit the mapping properties of e˘G relative to these new spaces.
Throughout, in the notation of the norms, the first index p P t0, 1
2
, 1u refers to the smooth-
ness in the angular variable (expressed as decay in the Fourier coefficient), while the second in-
dex q P t0, 1u shows the smoothness in the spatial variable. The most often occurring is the
space l2pN;L2pΩqq, when p “ q “ 0. To simplify notation, in this case we drop the double zero
subindexes,
}u}2 :“ }u}20,0 “
8ÿ
j“0
}u´j}2L2pΩq .
The traces on the boundary Γ of functions in l2,ppN;H1pΩqq are in l2,ppN;H 12 pΓ qq, endowed
with the norm
}g}2p, 1
2
:“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2qp }g´j}2H1{2pΓ q .(24)
Since Γ is the unit circle, the H1{2pΓ q-norm can be defined in the Fourier domain as follows. For
each integer j ě 0, if we consider the Fourier expansion of the trace u´j|Γ ,
u´j|Γ peiβq “
8ÿ
k“´8
u´j,keikβ, for eiβ P Γ,
then
}u´j}2H1{2pΓ q “
8ÿ
k“´8
p1` k2q 12 |u´j,k|2.(25)
In view of (25), if g P l2, 12 pN;H 12 pΓ qq, then
}g}21
2
, 1
2
“
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
n“´8
p1` j2q 12 p1` n2q 12 |g´j,n|2.(26)
In the estimates we need the following variant of the Poincare´ inequality obtained by component-
wise summation: If u P l2pN;H1pΩqq, then
}u}2 ď µ
´
}Bu}2 ` }u|Γ }20, 1
2
¯
,(27)
where µ is a constant depending only on Ω; for the unit disc µ “ 2.
Consider the Banach space
l1,18 pΩq :“
#
α :“ xα0, α1, α2, ..., y : }α}l1,18 pΩq :“ sup
zPΩ
8ÿ
j“1
j|αjpzq| ă 8
+
.(28)
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Proposition 2.1. Let a P C2,spΩq, s ą 1{2. Then α, Bα,β, Bβ P l1,18 pΩq, and for any p P t0, 12 , 1u,
q P t0, 1u, the operators
e˘G : l2,ppN;HqpΩqq Ñ l2,ppN;HqpΩqq(29)
are bounded, and satisfy the following estimates››e´Gu›› ď }α}l1,18 pΩq }u} ,(30) ››e´Gu››
1,0
ď 2 }α}l1,18 pΩq }u}1,0 ,(31) ››e´Gu››
0,1
ď
´
}α}l1,18 pΩq ` }Bα}l1,18 pΩq
¯
}u}0,1 ,(32) ››e´Gu››
1,1
ď 2
´
}α}l1,18 pΩq ` }Bα}l1,18 pΩq
¯
}u}1,1 .(33)
The same estimate works for eGu with α replaced by β.
The proof of the Proposition 2.1 can be found in the Appendix.
We remark that cases pp “ 0 “ qq, pp “ 1, q “ 0q, and pp “ 0, q “ 1q in Proposition 2.1 hold
for a P C1,spΩq, s ą 1{2, and these are the only properties needed for the lemma below.
Lemma 2.2. Let a P C1,spΩq, s ą 1{2, and e˘G as defined in (21).
(i) If u P l2pN;H1pΩqq solves Bu ` L2Bu ` aLu “ 0, then v “ e´Gu P l2pN;H1pΩqq solves
Bv ` L2Bv “ 0.
(ii) Conversely, if v P l2pN;H1pΩqq solves Bv`L2Bv “ 0, then u “ eGv P l2pN;H1pΩqq solves
Bu` L2Bu` aLu “ 0.
Proof. (i) Let v “ e´Gu “
8ÿ
k“0
αkL
ku. Since u P l2pN;H1pΩqq, then from Proposition 2.1,
v P l2pN;H1pΩqq. Then v solves
Bv ` L2Bv “
8ÿ
k“0
BαkLku`
8ÿ
k“0
αkL
kBu`
8ÿ
k“0
BαkLk`2u`
8ÿ
k“0
αkL
k`2Bu
“ Bα0u` Bα1Lu`
8ÿ
k“0
`Bαk`2 ` Bαk˘Lk`2u` 8ÿ
k“0
αkL
k
`Bu` L2Bu˘
“ Bα0u` Bα1Lu`
8ÿ
k“0
`Bαk`2 ` Bαk˘Lk`2u` 8ÿ
k“0
αkL
k p´aLuq
“ Bα0u`
`Bα1 ´ aα0˘Lu` 8ÿ
k“0
`Bαk`2 ` Bαk ´ aαk`1˘Lk`2u “ 0,
where in the last equality we have used (18) and (19).
An analogue calculation using the properties in Lemma 2.1 (iv) shows the converse.
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3. SOURCE RECONSTRUCTION FOR SCATTERING OF POLYNOMIAL TYPE
This section contains the basic idea of reconstruction in the special case of scattering kernel of
polynomial type,
kpz, cos θq “
Mÿ
n“0
k´npzq cospnθq,(34)
for some fixed integer M ě 1. Recall that since kpz, cos θq is both real valued and even in θ, knpzq
are real valued and knpzq “ k´npzq, 0 ď n ď M . We stress here that no smallness assumption on
k0, k´1, k´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k´M is assumed. Let upMq be the solution of (1) with k as in (34) and upMq denote
the sequence valued map
Ω Q z ÞÑ upMqpzq :“ xupMq0 pzq, upMq´1 pzq, upMq´2 pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , upMq´Mpzq, upMq´M´1pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨ y.(35)
Let also KpMq denote the corresponding Fourier multiplier operator
KpMqupMqpzq “ pk0pzqupMq0 pzq, k´1pzqupMq´1 pzq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k´MpzqupMq´Mpzq, 0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ q.(36)
The transport equation (1) reduces to the system
BupMq´1 pzq ` BupMq´1 pzq ` apzqupMq0 pzq “ k0pzqupMq0 pzq ` f pMqpzq,(37)
BupMq´n pzq ` BupMq´n´2pzq ` apzqupMq´n´1pzq “ k´n´1pzqupMq´n´1pzq, 0 ď n ďM ´ 1,(38)
BupMq´n pzq ` BupMq´n´2pzq ` apzqupMq´n´1pzq “ 0, n ěM.(39)
In sequence valued notation, the system (38) and (39) rewrites:
BupMq ` L2BupMq ` apzqLupMq “ LKpMqupMq,(40)
where KpMq as in (36).
Since f P H1pΩq, the solution u P H1pΩ ˆ S1q, and consequently upMq P l2,1pN;H1pΩqq. We
note that in our method we only use upMq P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq, indicating that it may apply to rougher
sources.
Let the transformation vpMq “ e´GLMupMq, then by Proposition 2.1, vpMq P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq,
and vpMq is L2-analytic:
(41) BvpMq ` L2BvpMq “ 0.
The trace of the boundary vpMq|Γ is determined by the trace of upMq|Γ“ g “ pg0, g´1, g´2, ...q P
l2,
1
2 pN;H1{2pΓ qq, by
vpMq|Γ“ e´GLMupMq|Γ“ e´GLMg.(42)
By Proposition 2.1, vpMq|ΓP l2, 12 pN;H1{2pΓ qq.
The Bukhgeim-Cauchy integral formula (10) extends vpMq from Γ to Ω as L2-analytic map.
From the uniqueness of an L2-analytic map with a given trace, we recovered for n ě 0,
v
pMq
´n pzq “ 12pii
ż
Γ
v
pMq
´n pζq
ζ ´ z dζ `
1
2pii
ż
Γ
"
dζ
ζ ´ z ´
dζ
ζ ´ z
* 8ÿ
j“1
v
pMq
´n´2jpζq
ˆ
ζ ´ z
ζ ´ z
˙j
, z P Ω.(43)
Thus vpMq “ xvpMq0 , vpMq´1 , vpMq´2 , ...y is recovered in l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq.
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We recover LMupMq “ xupMq´M , upMq´M´1, upMq´M´2, ...y in Ω by using the convolution formula (21)
u
pMq
´n´Mpzq “
8ÿ
k“0
βkpzqvpMq´n´kpzq, z P Ω, n ě 0,(44)
where βk’s as in (13). In particular we recovered u
pMq
´M´1, u
pMq
´M P H1pΩq.
By applying 4B to (38), the mode upMq´M`1 is then the solution to the Dirichlet problem for the
Poisson equation
4upMq´M`1 “ ´4B2upMq´M´1 ´ 4B
”
pa´ k´MqupMq´M
ı
,(45a)
u
pMq
´M`1|Γ “ g´M`1,(45b)
where the right hand side of (45a) is known.
Since by construction upMq´M , u
pMq
´M´1 P H1pΩq, we have›››B2upMq´M´1 ` B ´pa´ k´MqupMq´M¯›››2
H´1pΩq
ď
›››BupMq´M´1›››2
L2pΩq
`
›››´pa´ k´MqupMq´M¯›››2
L2pΩq
ď
›››BupMq´M´1›››2
L2pΩq
` }a´ k´M}2L8pΩq
›››upMq´M›››2
L2pΩq
ď
›››upMq´M´1›››2
H1pΩq
` }a´ k´M}2L8pΩq
›››upMq´M›››2
H1pΩq
.
Since g´M`1 P H1{2pΓ q, the solution upMq´M`1 P H1pΩq and›››upMq´M`1›››2
H1pΩq
ď C
ˆ›››upMq´M´1›››2
H1pΩq
`
›››upMq´M›››2
H1pΩq
` }g´M`1}2H1{2pΓ q
˙
,(46)
where the constant C depends only on Ω and max
"
1, max
0ďjďM }a´ k´j}
2
L8pΩq
*
. Successively all
the other modes upMq´M`j for j “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,M are computed by solving the corresponding Dirichlet
problem for the Poisson equation. To account for the successive accumulation of error we note the
following result which can be proven by induction.
Lemma 3.1. Let tanu and tbnu be sequences of nonnegative numbers, such that
an`2 ď c pan`1 ` an ` bn`2q , n ě 0,
where c ą 0 is a constant, then
an`2 ď p1` cqn`2
˜
a1 ` a0 `
nÿ
k“0
bk`2
¸
, n ě 0.
We applying Lemma 3.1 to (46) and estimate›››upMq´1 ›››2
H1pΩq
ď p1` CqM´1
˜›››upMq´M´1›››2
H1pΩq
`
›››upMq´M›››2
H1pΩq
`
M´1ÿ
j“1
}g´M`j}2H1{2pΓ q
¸
,(47)
and ›››upMq0 ›››2
H1pΩq
ď p1` CqM
˜›››upMq´M´1›››2
H1pΩq
`
›››upMq´M›››2
H1pΩq
`
Mÿ
j“1
}g´M`j}2H1{2pΓ q
¸
.(48)
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The source f pMq is computed by
f pMqpzq “ 2Re
´
BupMq´1 pzq
¯
` papzq ´ k0pzqqupMq0 pzq,(49)
and we estimate
››f pMq››2
L2pΩq ď 2
›››upMq´1 ›››2
H1pΩq
` C
›››upMq0 ›››2
H1pΩq
ď 2p1` CqM`1
˜›››upMq´M´1›››2
H1pΩq
`
›››upMq´M›››2
H1pΩq
`
Mÿ
j“1
}g´M`j}2H1{2pΓ q
¸
.(50)
This method is implemented in the numerical experiments in Section 7. Next we analyze the
error introduced by truncation.
4. GRADIENT ESTIMATES OF SOLUTIONS TO NONHOMOGENEOUS BUKHGEIM-BELTRAMI
EQUATION
When applying the reconstruction method to the data arising from a general scattering kernel
kpz, cos θq “
8ÿ
n“0
k´npzq cospnθq an error is made due to the truncation in the Fourier series of k.
This error is controlled by the gradient of the solution to the Cauchy problem for the inhomogeneous
Bukhgeim-Beltrami equation
Bv ` L2Bv “ Bv ` f ,(51)
for some specific f and operator coefficient B. Estimates of the gradient for solutions of (51) may
be of separate interest, reason for which we treat them here independently of the transport problem.
We start with an energy identity (see [49] for f “ 0), a` la Mukhometov [30] or Pestov [42].
Theorem 4.1. (Energy identity) Let f P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq and let B be a bounded operator such that
B : l2pN;L2pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;L2pΩqq and B : l2pN;H1pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;H1pΩqq.
If v P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq is a solution to (51), then
ż
Ω
}Bv}2l2 dx “ ´2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
RexL2jBv, L2j´2Bvydx`
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jBv››2
l2
dx(52)
´ 2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
RexL2jBv, L2j´2fydx` 2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
RexL2jBv, L2jfydx
`
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jf››2
l2
dx` i
2
ż
Γ
8ÿ
j“0
xL2jv, BsL2jvyds.
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Proof. Using the Green’s identity 2
ż
Ω
}Bv}2l2 dx “ 2
ż
Ω
››Bv››2
l2
dx` i
ż
Γ
xv, Bsvyds, where Bs is the
tangential derivative at the boundary, it follows thatż
Ω
}Bv}2l2 dx “
ż
Ω
››L2Bv ´Bv ´ f››2
l2
dx` i
2
ż
Γ
xv, Bsvyds
“
ż
Ω
››L2Bv››2
l2
dx´ 2
ż
Ω
RexL2Bv, Bvydx`
ż
Ω
}Bv}2l2 dx
´ 2
ż
Ω
RexL2Bv, fydx` 2
ż
Ω
RexBv, fydx`
ż
Ω
}f}2l2 dx`
i
2
ż
Γ
xv, Bsvyds.
For each n P N,ż
Ω
››L2nBv››2
l2
dx “
ż
Ω
››L2n`2Bv››2
l2
dx´ 2
ż
Ω
RexL2n`2Bv, L2nBvydx`
ż
Ω
››L2nBv››2
l2
dx
´ 2
ż
Ω
RexL2n`2Bv, L2nfydx` 2
ż
Ω
RexL2nBv, L2nfydx
`
ż
Ω
››L2nf››2
l2
dx` i
2
ż
Γ
xL2nv, BsL2nvyds.
By summing in n, and using lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
››L2nBv››2
l2
dx “ 0, we conclude the theorem. 
We note the general identity [38, Lemma 2.1], for a sequence of nonnegative numbers:
Lemma 4.1. Let tcnu be a sequence of nonnegative numbers. Then
piq
8ÿ
m“0
8ÿ
n“0
cm`n “
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq cj, piiq
8ÿ
m“0
8ÿ
n“0
cm`2n “
8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
1`
Z
j
2
^˙
cj,
whenever one of the sides in (i) and (ii) is finite.
Proof. (i) By changing the index j “ m` n, for m ě 0, (j ´ n ě 0, and n ď j), we get
8ÿ
m“0
8ÿ
n“0
cm`n “
8ÿ
j“0
jÿ
n“0
cj “
8ÿ
j“0
cj
jÿ
n“0
1 “
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jqcj.
(ii) Similarly, by changing the index j “ m ` 2n, for m ě 0,
ˆ
j ´ 2n ě 0, and n ď
Z
j
2
^˙
, we
get
8ÿ
m“0
8ÿ
n“0
cm`2n “
8ÿ
j“0
t j2uÿ
n“0
cj “
8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
1`
Z
j
2
^˙
cj.

Theorem 4.2 (Gradient estimate). Let f P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq, and B be a smoothing operator such that
B : l2pN;L2pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;L2pΩqq and B : l2pN;H1pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;H1pΩqq are bounded, and let
CB ą 0 be such that
}Bv}1,0 ď CB }v} , @v P l2pN;L2pΩqq,(53a)
}Bv}1,1 ď CB }v}0,1 , @v P l2pN;H1pΩqq.(53b)
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Assume that B is such that
 :“a2µCB ă ?2´ 1,(54)
where µ is the factor in Poincare´ inequality (27).
If v P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq is a solution to the inhomogeneous Bukgheim-Beltrami equation (51), then
0 ď }Bv} ď b`
?
b2 ` 4ac
2a
,(55)
where
a “ 1´ 2´ 2 ą 0, b “ 2 }v|Γ }0, 1
2
` 2?2 }f}1,0 , c “ 2 }v|Γ }20, 1
2
` pi }v|Γ }21
2
, 1
2
` 2 }f}21,0 .
Proof. We estimate each term on the right hand side of the energy identity (52). For brevity if we
denote Bv “ xb0, b´1, b´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ y, then }Bv}21,0 “
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q
ż
Ω
|b´j|2.
I. We estimate the first term in (52):ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
xL2jBv, L2j´2Bvydx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
k“0
Bv´2j´kb´2j`2´k
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
|Bv´j||jb´j`1| ď
˜ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
|Bv´j|2
¸1{2 ˜ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq2|b´j|2
¸1{2
ď ?2 }Bv}
˜ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q|b´j|2
¸1{2
ď ?2 }Bv} }Bv}1,0
ď ?2CB }Bv} }v} ď
?
2CB }Bv}?µ
´
}Bv} ` }v|Γ }0, 1
2
¯
“a2µCB }Bv}2 `a2µCB }Bv} }v|Γ }0, 1
2
,
where in the first inequality we use Lemma 4.1 part (i), in the second inequality we use
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, in the third inequality we use p1 ` xq2 ď 2p1 ` x2q, in the fifth
inequality we use }Bv}1,0 ď CB }v}, and in the next to last inequality we use the Poincare´
inequality (27).
II. We estimate the second term in (52):ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
|xL2jBv, L2j´2fy| “
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
8ÿ
k“0
|Bv´2j´kf´2j`2´k| ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
|Bv´j||jf´j`1|
ď
˜ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“1
|Bv´j|2
¸1{2 ˜ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq2|f´j|2
¸1{2
ď ?2 }Bv} }f}1,0 ,
where in the first inequality we use Lemma 4.1 part (i), and then Cauchy-Schwarz.
III. We estimate the third term in (52):ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››|L2jBv››2
l2
“
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
k“0
|b´2j´k|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq|b´j|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q|b´j|2
ď }Bv}21,0 ď C2B }v}2 ď µC2B }Bv}2 ` µC2B }v|Γ }20, 1
2
,
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where in the first inequality we use Lemma 4.1 part (i), in the next to the last inequality we
use }Bv}1,0 ď CB }v}, while in the last we use the Poincare´ inequality (27).
IV. We estimate the fourth term in (52):ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jf››2
l2
“
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
k“0
|f´2j´k|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq|f´j|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q|f´j|2 “ }f}21,0 ,
where in the first inequality we have used Lemma 4.1 part (i).
V. We estimate the next to the last term in (52):
2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
|xL2jBv, L2jfy| ď 2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jBv››
l2
››L2jf››
l2
ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jBv››2
l2
`
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
››L2jf››2
l2
ď µC2B }Bv}2 ` µC2B }v|Γ }20, 1
2
` }f}21 ,
where in the first inequality we have used Cauchy-Schwarz, in the second inequality we have
used the fact xy ď 1
2
px2` y2q, and in the last inequality we have used estimates from (III) and
(IV).
VI. To estimate the last term in (52), we use the fact that Γ is the unit circle and consider the
Fourier expansion of the traces of the modes v´j|Γ . For eiβ P Γ ,
v´jpeiβq “
8ÿ
k“´8
v´j,keikβ, Bβv´jpeiβq “
8ÿ
m“´8
pimqv´j,meimβ.
Using the parametrization, the last term in (52) becomesˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Γ
8ÿ
j“0
xL2jv, BsL2jvyds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Γ
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
k“0
v´2j´kBsv´2j´kds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Γ
8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
1`
Z
j
2
^˙
v´jBsv´jds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 2pi
0
8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
1`
Z
j
2
^˙ 8ÿ
k“´8
v´j,keikβ
8ÿ
m“´8
p´imqv´j,me´imβdβ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 8ÿ
j“0
ˆ
1`
Z
j
2
^˙ 8ÿ
k“´8
v´j,k
8ÿ
m“´8
p´imq v´j,m
ż 2pi
0
eipk´mqβdβ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2pi
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
8ÿ
k“´8
|k| |v´j,kv´j,k|
ď 2pi
8ÿ
j“0
8ÿ
k“´8
p1` j2q 12 p1` k2q 12 |v´j,k|2 “ 2pi }v|Γ }21
2
, 1
2
,(56)
where in the second equality we have used Lemma 4.1 part (ii), in the first inequality we have
used the fact
`
1` X j
2
\˘ ď p1 ` j2q1{2, and in the last equality we have used the definition of
the norm (26).
Using the above estimates (I)-(VI) for the expressions in (52), we have proved for τ “
ˆż
Ω
}Bv}2l2
˙1{2
,
that aτ 2 ´ bτ ´ c ď 0. Assumption on  as in (54) yield a ą 0 and we have the estimate (55). 
For the case when B “ 0 we obtain the immediate corollary.
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Corollary 4.1. Let f P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq. If v P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq solves
Bv ` L2Bv “ f ,(57)
then
}Bv}2 ď 12 }f}21,0 ` 2pi }v|Γ }21
2
, 1
2
.(58)
Proof. This is the case  “ 0 and a “ 1 in (55). We also use
ˆ
b`?b2 ` 4c
2
˙2
ď b2 ` 2c. 
5. SMOOTHING DUE TO SCATTERING
In this section we explicit the smoothing properties of the Fourier multiplier operator K in
(7) as determined by the appropriate decay of the Fourier coefficients of the scattering kernel
knpzq “ 12pi
şpi
´pi kpz, cos θqe´inθdθ, n P Z. The gain of 1{2 smoothness in the angular variable
(see (61) below) has been shown before by different methods in [26], and in a more general case
than considered here in [46].
Lemma 5.1. (Smoothing due to scattering) Let M ě 1 be a positive integer and K be the Fourier
multiplier in (7). Assume that k is such that its Fourier coefficients starting from index M onward
satisfy
γ :“ sup
jěM
p1` jqp max  }k´j}8 , }∇xk´j}8( ă 8, for p ą 1{2.(59)
(i) If v P l2pN;L2pΩqq, then
8ÿ
n“0
››Ln`MKv››2 ď γ2pM ` 1q2p´1 ››LMv››2 .(60)
(ii) K : l2pN;H1pΩqq Ñ l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq is bounded. More precisely,››LMKv›› 1
2
,1
ď
?
2γ
pM ` 1qp´1{2
››LMv››
0,1
, @v P l2pN;H1pΩqq.(61)
(iii) Moreover, if (59) holds for p ě 1, then K : l2pN;L2pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;L2pΩqq and
K : l2pN;H1pΩqq Ñ l2,1pN;H1pΩqq are bounded, and››LMKv››
1,0
ď γpM ` 1qp´1
››LMv›› , @v P l2pN;L2pΩqq,(62)
››LMKv››
1,1
ď
?
2γ
pM ` 1qp´1
››LMv››
0,1
, @v P l2pN;H1pΩqq.(63)
Proof. (i) Let v P l2pN;L2pΩqq. Then
8ÿ
n“0
››Ln`MKv››2 “ 8ÿ
n“0
8ÿ
m“0
ż
Ω
|k´n´m´Mv´n´m´M |2 “
8ÿ
j“0
p1` jq
ż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2
ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
1` j
p1` j `Mq2p
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2 ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
1
p1` j `Mq2p´1
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2
ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
8ÿ
j“0
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2 ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
››LMv››2 ,
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where in the second equality we have used Lemma 4.1 part (i), and in the first inequality we have
used (59).
To prove (ii), let v P l2pN;H1pΩqq. Then››LMKv››21
2
,1
“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
ˆż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2 `
ż
Ω
|Bpk´j´Mv´j´Mq|2
˙
ď
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
ˆż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2 `
ż
Ω
|k´j´M |2|Bpv´j´Mq|2 `
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2|Bk´j´M |2
˙
.
(64)
We estimate the first term in (64),
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
ż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2 ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
p1` j `Mq2p
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2
ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
1
p1` j `Mq2p´1
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2 ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
8ÿ
j“0
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2
ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
››LMv››2 ,(65)
where in the first inequality we have used decay of kj’s.
Similarly, following the same proof as of the first term (65), the term
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
ż
Ω
|k´j´M |2|Bpv´j´Mq|2 ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
››LMBv››2 ,
and the last term
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q 12
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2|Bpk´j´Mq|2 ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
››LMv››2 .
Thus the expression in (64) becomes››LMKv››21
2
,1
ď 2γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
››LMv››2 ` γ2pM ` 1q2p´1 ››LMBv››2
ď 2γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´1
´››LMv››2 ` ››LMBv››2¯ “ 2γ2pM ` 1q2p´1 ››LMv››20,1 .
To prove (iii), assume that k is such that (59) holds for p ě 1. Let v P l2pN;L2pΩqq, then››LMKv››2
1,0
“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q
ż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2
ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q
p1` j `Mq2p
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2 ď γ2
8ÿ
j“0
1
p1` j `Mq2p´2
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2
ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´2
8ÿ
j“0
ż
Ω
|v´j´M |2 ď γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´2
››LMv››2 ,
where in the first inequality we have used decay of kj’s.
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To prove the last part, let v P l2pN;H1pΩqq. Then››LMKv››
1,1
“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q
ˆż
Ω
|k´j´Mv´j´M |2 `
ż
Ω
|Bpk´j´Mv´j´Mq|2
˙
.
Following the similar proof of (ii),
`
with p1` j2q instead of p1` j2q1{2˘, we have››LMKv››2
1,1
ď 2γ
2
pM ` 1q2p´2
´››LMv››2 ` ››LMBv››2¯ “ 2γ2pM ` 1q2p´2 ››LMv››20,1 .

6. ERROR ESTIMATES
Recall the sequence valued maps u “ xu0, u´1, u´2, ...y and upMq “ xupMq0 , upMq´1 , upMq´2 , ...y solu-
tions of Bu ` L2Bu ` aLu “ LKu, respectively of BupMq ` L2BupMq ` aLupMq “ LKpMqupMq,
where K is the multiplier operator in (7), and KpMq is its truncated version in (36) corresponding
to the M -th order polynomial approximation of k.
The error we make in the source reconstruction is controlled by the sequence valued map
qpMq :“ e´Gpu´ upMqq,(66)
which solves
BqpMq ` L2BqpMq “ e´GLKu´ e´GLKpMqupMq.(67)
Recall that the integrating operators e˘G commute with the left translation, re˘G, Ls “ 0. From
the equation (36) is easy to see that the translated sequence
LMqpMq “ e´GLMpu´ upMqq(68)
solves
(69) BLMqpMq ` L2BLMqpMq “ e´GLM`1Ku.
For a P C2,spΩq, s ą 1{2, let α,β be as in Proposition 2.1. For brevity, let us define
σ “ maxt}α}l1,18 pΩq , }Bα}l1,18 pΩq , }β}l1,18 pΩq , }Bβ}l1,18 pΩqu.(70)
Under sufficient regularity on k, its Fourier coefficients satisfy (59) with p “ 1.
Lemma 6.1. If k P C1,sperpr´1, 1s;LippΩqq, s ą 1{2, then
γM “ sup
jěM`1
p1` jqmax  }k´j}8 , }∇xk´j}8( ă 8, for any M ě 1.(71)
Proof. The proof follows directly by Bernstein’s lemma [19, Chap. I, Theorem 6.3]. 
As a consequence we obtain the following a priori error estimate for the source reconstructed by
the method in Section 3.
Theorem 6.1. (Error estimate) LetM ě 1 be a positive integer, a P C2,spΩq, k P C1,sperpr´1, 1s;LippΩqq,
for s ą 1{2, be known, and f P H1pΩq and u P H1pΩ ˆ S1q be unknown functions satisfying (1).
Let u be the unknown sequence of nonpositive Fourier modes of u as in (3), and f pMq in (49) be the
reconstructed source using the noisy boundary data rg|ΓP l2, 12 pN;H1{2pΓ qq. Let δg “ u|Γ´rg be
the error in the data. The error δf “ f ´ f pMq in the reconstructed source is estimated by
}δf}2L2pΩq ď p1` CqM`1
´
c1
››LM`1u››2 ` c2 ››LMδg|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` c3 }δg|Γ }2
¯
,(72)
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where c1 “ 96p1 ` µqσ4γ2M , c2 “ 4pip1 ` µqσ4, c3 “ max t2µσ4, 2u, with σ in (70), γM in (71),
and C depends only on Ω and max
"
1, max
0ďjďM }a´ k´j}
2
L8pΩq
*
.
Proof. Since u P H1pΩˆ S1q, u P l2,1pN;H1pΩqq, in particular u P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq.
From linearity of the problem, the error δf also satisfy (50):
}δf}2L2pΩq ď 2p1` CqM`1
˜
}δu´M´1}2H1pΩq ` }δu´M}2H1pΩq `
Mÿ
j“1
}δg´M`j}2H1{2pΓ q
¸
,(73)
where δgm for ´M ` 1 ď m ď 0, is the m-th Fourier coefficient of δg.
Recall that the δu´M and δu´M´1 are the first two components of eGLMqpMq. Using the gradient
estimate in (58) we have››LMBqpMq››2 ď 12}e´GLM`1Ku}21,0 ` 2pi}LMqpMq|Γ }21
2
, 1
2
ď 48 }α}2l1,18 pΩq
››LM`1Ku››2
1,0
` 2pi ››LMqpMq|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
ď 48σ2γ2M
››LM`1u››2 ` 2pi ››LMqpMq|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
,(74)
where the first inequality uses (31) in Proposition 2.1, and the second inequality uses (62) with
p “ 1. By Poincare and using (74),
}δu´M´1}2H1pΩq ` }δu´M}2H1pΩq ď
››eGLMqpMq››2
0,1
ď σ2 ››LMqpMq››2
0,1
ď p1` µqσ2 ››LMBqpMq››2 ` µσ2 ››LMqpMq|Γ ››2
ď 48p1` µqσ4γ2M
››LM`1u››2 ` 2pip1` µqσ2 ››LMqpMq|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` µσ2 ››LMqpMq|Γ ››2
ď 48p1` µqσ4γ2M
››LM`1u››2 ` 2pip1` µqσ4 ››LMδg|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` µσ4 ››LMδg|Γ ››2 .(75)
From (75) and (73), the expression in (73) becomes
}δf}2L2pΩq ď p1` CqM`1
˜
c1
››LM`1u››2 ` c2 ››LMδg|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` 2µσ4 ››LMδg|Γ ››2 ` 2 Mÿ
j“1
}δg´M`j}2H1{2pΓ q
¸
ď p1` CqM`1
´
c1
››LM`1u››2 ` c2 ››LMδg|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` c3 }δg|Γ }2
¯
,
where constant c1 “ 96p1` µqσ4γ2M , c2 “ 4pip1` µqσ4, c3 “ max t2µσ4, 2u, and C depends only
on Ω and max
"
1, max
0ďjďM }a´ k´j}
2
L8pΩq
*
. Thus (72) follows. 
For the case when k is a polynomial in the angular variable, k´j “ 0 for j ě M ` 1, we obtain
the following stability result.
Corollary 6.1. (Stability) Assume the hypotheses in Theorem 6.1 with k being a polynomial of
degree M , i.e., k´j “ 0 for j ěM ` 1. Then we have the following stability estimate
}δf}2L2pΩq ď p1` CqM`1
´
c2
››LMδg|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` c3 }δg|Γ }2
¯
,(76)
where c2 “ 4pip1 ` µqσ4, c3 “ max t2µσ4, 2u, with σ in (70), γM in (71), and C depends only on
Ω and max
"
1, max
0ďjďM }a´ k´j}
2
L8pΩq
*
.
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Proof. This is the case γM “ 0 in (72). So c1 “ 0 and result (76) follows. 
We stress that if k is not of polynomial type, then p1 ` CqM`1 ››LM`1u››2 can not be made
arbitrarily small. However, if the anisotropic part of scattering is small enough (same case as in
[7]), then we can prove a convergence result.
We have the following convergence result for the weakly anistropic scattering media.
Theorem 6.2. Let a P C2,spΩq, k P C1,sperpr´1, 1s;LippΩqq, for s ą 1{2, and f P H1pΩq. Assume
that
γ “ sup
jě1
p1` jqp max  }k´j}8 , }∇xk´j}8( ă ?2´ 12?µσ2 ,(77)
where µ as in Poincare´ inequality (27) and σ as in (70).
For each arbitrarily fixed M , let f pMq in (49) be the reconstructed source using the data
rg “ pg0, g´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , g´M`1, g´M , Čg´M´1, Čg´M´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q,(78)
where g´j , for 0 ď j ď M , are assumed exact data and Ăg´j , for j ą M , are allowed to be noisy.
Then ››f pMq ´ f››2
L2pΩq Ñ 0, as M Ñ 8.(79)
Proof. Since f P H1pΩq, the solution u P H1pΩ ˆ S1q, and consequently u P l2,1pN;H1pΩqq, in
particular u P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq.
The error we make in the source reconstruction is controlled by the sequence valued map qM “
e´Gpu´ uMq P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq, which solves
BqpMq ` L2BqpMq “ BMqM ` AMu,(80)
where BM and AM are operators given by
BM “ e´GLKpMqeG, and AM “ e´GLpK ´KpMqq,(81)
with e˘G as in (21), K as in (7) and KpMq is the truncated Fourier multiplier as in (36).
The trace
qM |Γ“ e´G
`
u´ upMq˘ |Γ“ e´Gδg|Γ(82)
is determined by the error in the data
δg|Γ“
`
u´ upMq˘ |Γ“ p0, 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, g´M´1 ´ Čg´M´1, g´M´2 ´ Čg´M´2, ¨ ¨ ¨ q.(83)
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For c1 “ max
 }pa´ k0q}28 , 2(, the norm››f ´ f pMq››2
L2pΩq ď }pa´ k0q}28
›››u0 ´ upMq0 ›››2
L2pΩq
` 2
›››Bu´1 ´ BupMq´1 ›››2
L2pΩq
ď c1
ˆ›››u0 ´ upMq0 ›››2
H1pΩq
`
›››u´1 ´ upMq´1 ›››2
H1pΩq
˙
ď c1
››eGqpMq››2
0,1
ď c1σ2
´››qpMq››2 ` ››BqpMq››2¯
ď c1σ2p1` µq
››BqpMq››2 ` c1σ2µ ››qpMq|Γ ››20, 1
2
,
ď c1σ2p1` µq
››BqpMq››2 ` c1σ4µ ››LM`1pg ´ rgq››20, 1
2
,(84)
where in the fourth and last inequality we use Proposition 2.1, in the next to last inequality we use
the Poincare´ inequality (27) and in the last inequality we have used (82).
To estimate the gradient term
››BqpMq››2 in (84), we employ Theorem 4.1 with v “ qM , B “ BM ,
and f “ AMu in there as follows. For u P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq, we have››AMu››
1,0
ď σ ››LpK ´KpMqqu››
1,0
“ σ ››LM`1Ku››
1,0
ď γσ ››LM`1u›› ,
where the first inequality uses Proposition 2.1, and the last inequality uses Lemma 5.1 (iii) for
p “ 1. Since qM P l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq, we have››BMqM››
1,0
ď σ ››LKpMqeGqM››
1,0
ď γσ ››eGqM›› ď γσ2 ››qM›› , and››BMqM››
1,1
ď σ ››LKpMqeGqM››
1,1
ď ?2γσ ››eGqM››
0,1
ď ?2γσ2 ››qM››
0,1
,
where the first inequality uses Proposition 2.1, and the last inequality uses Lemma 5.1 (iii) for
p “ 1. We can apply Theorem 4.1 with CB “
?
2γσ2 and  “ ?2µCB ă
?
2´ 1 by (77), to obtain
0 ď ››BqpMq›› ď bM `ab2M ` 4acM
2a
,
where
a “ 1´ 2´ 2 ą 0,
bM “ 2
››qM |Γ ››0, 1
2
` 2?2γσ ››LM`1u›› ,
cM “ 2
››qM |Γ ››20, 1
2
` pi ››qM |Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
` 2γ2σ2 ››LM`1u››2 .
Since the data is assumed exact for the firstM modes, pg´rgq|Γ in (83) has the firstM modes equal
to zero. Thus ››qM |Γ ››20, 1
2
ď σ2 ››LM`1pg ´ rgq|Γ ››20, 1
2
Ñ 0,››qM |Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
ď σ2 ››LM`1pg ´ rgq|Γ ››21
2
, 1
2
Ñ 0,
as M Ñ 8. Since u is fixed, the expression ››LM`1u›› Ñ 0, as M Ñ 8. Therefore, both bM and
cM tends to zero and lim
MÑ8
››BqpMq››Ñ 0. Using (84), the norm lim
MÑ8
››f ´ f pMq››2
L2pΩq Ñ 0. 
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7. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section we demonstrate the numerical feasibility of the method on two numerical exam-
ples. We focus on the numerical results, and leave their realization details for a separate discus-
sion [17]. Although the theoretical results assume a source of square integrable gradient, we shall
see below that the numerical reconstruction works even in the case of a discontinuous source.
The numerical experiments consider
θ ¨∇upz,θq ` apzqupz,θq “
ż
S1
kpz,θ ¨ θ1qupz,θ1qdθ1 ` fpzq, pz,θq P Ωˆ S1,
with the two dimensional Henyey-Greenstein (Poisson) model of scattering kernel
kpz,θ ¨ θ1q “ µspzq 1
2pi
1´ g2
1´ 2gθ ¨ θ1 ` g2 ,(85)
and the attenuation coefficient
apzq “ µspzq ` µapzq,
where µs is the scattering coefficient, and µa is the absorption coefficient. The parameter g in (85)
models a degree of anisotropy, with g “ 1 for the ballistic regime and g “ 0 for the isotropic
scattering regime. In our numerical experiments we work with g “ 1{2 and µspzq “ 5, the latter
value shows that, on average, the particle scatters within 1{5 units of length along the path.
Let R “ p´0.25, 0.5q ˆ p´0.15, 0.15q be the rectangular region, and
B1 “ tpx, yq ; px´ 0.5q2 ` y2 ă 0.32u, and B2 “
#
px, yq : px` 0.25q2 `
ˆ
y ´
?
3
4
˙2
ă 0.22
+
,
be the circular region inside the unit disc Ω as shown in Figure 1.
Ω
R
B1
B2
FIGURE 1. Locations of inclusions in numerical examples. The solution upz, θq is
relatively strongly absorbed inside the dotted balls, while the source fpzq is positive
in the gray regions.
We consider two examples for the attenuation coefficient apzq for two different functions µapzq,
while µs “ 5 is the same. In the first example, we work with aC2 smooth absorption, whereas in the
second example we consider attenuation to be discontinuous. In the first example, the attenuation
a is C2-smooth via some scaled and translated quartic polynomial p|z| ` 1q2p|z| ´ 1q2, 0 ď |z| ď 1,
in the -neighborhoods of BB1 and BB2:
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(86) µapzq “
$’&’%
2, in
 
z : distpz, BB1q ě 
(XB1;
1, in
 
z : distpz, BB2q ě 
(XB2;
0.1, in
 
z : distpz,B1q ě 
(X  z : distpz, B2q ě (
with  “ 0.025.
In both examples the data is generated with the same source
(87) fpzq “
$’&’%
2, in R;
1, in B2;
0, otherwise.
This is the function we reconstruct by implementing the method in Section 3.
We generate the boundary measurement by the numerical computation of the forward problem
by piecewise constant approximation following the method in [16]. In the forward problem the
triangular mesh has 1, 966, 690 triangles, while the velocity direction is split into 360 equi-spaced
intervals.
To obtain the data, we disregard the value of the solution inside and only keep the boundary
values. The boundary data, upz,θq on BΩ ˆ S1, is represented in Figure 2: For each z P BΩ
z=(1,0)
×
u(z
,θ)
θ
FIGURE 2. Boundary measurement upz,θq|BΩˆS1 obtained by numerical computa-
tion of the corresponding forward problem. The red curves are
 
z ` 2upz,θqθ :
θ P S1( for z P BΩ indicated by the cross symbols (ˆ) (left). The right figure is a
magnification of that at z “ p1, 0q.
(indicated by a cross), we represent the graph t`upz,θq,θ˘ : θ P S1u as the (red) closed curve in
the polar coordinates
 
z ` 2upz,θqθ : θ P S1(. Note that, since u|Γ´ “ 0 (there is no incoming
radiation), the red curve lies outside the domain Ω. The nearly tangential behavior at the boundary
is the numerical evidence that the regime is far from ballistic, while the irregular shapes show that
it is far from isotropic.
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The reconstruction starts with solving (39) with M “ 8 via the Bukhgeim-Cauchy integral for-
mula (10), where the infinite series is replaced by a finite sums of up to 64 terms.
In the reconstruction procedure, all the steps, including the integral transforms Dras, Rras and
H
“
Rras‰, have been processed numerically [17]. In solving the Poisson equation (45a) and (45b),
the standard P1 finite element method (constant and piecewise linear elements) is employed.
The triangulation used in the reconstruction is different from that in the forward problem. In
particular the reconstruction mesh consists of 6, 998 triangles (much less than the 1, 966, 690 trian-
gles used in the forward problem), and is generated without any information of the location of the
subsets R, B1, and B2.
In the first numerical experiment the attenuation is given by (86). The reconstructed source fpzq
is shown in Figure 3 on the left. On the right we show the cross section of fpzq along the dotted
diameter y “ ´?3x passing through the origin and the center of B2.
The reconstructed fpzq shows a quantitative agreement with the exact source in (87). Similar
to the attenuated X-ray tomography, the artifacts appear due to the co-normal singularities in the
source, but also in the attenuation. This is because the most singular is the ballistic part (attenuated
X-ray transform of the source).
-1 -0.5  0  0.5  1
-1
-0.5
 0
 0.5
 1
x
y
-0.5
 0
 0.5
 1
 1.5
 2
 2.5
-0.5 -0.25 0 0.25 0.5
-0.5
 0
 0.5
 1
 1.5
 2
 2.5
x
f(z)
FIGURE 3. C2-smooth attenuation case: Reconstructed source (on the left) and its
section on the dotted line (on the right). The arrows on the right show the points
where the dotted line meets BB2 and BR.
In the second example, we apply the proposed algorithm to the case of a discontinuous attenua-
tion a “ µs ` µa with
µapzq “
$’&’%
2, in B1;
1, in B2;
0.1, otherwise.
While different, the boundary data in the second experiment is graphically indistinguishable from
the data in Figure 2 in the smooth case.
The numerically reconstructed source, shown in Figure 4, agrees well with the exact source (87),
implying that the proposed algorithm has a potential in reconstruction even if the attenuation admits
the discontinuity.
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FIGURE 4. Discontinuous attenuation case: Reconstructed source (on the left) and
its section on the dotted line (on the right).The arrows on the right show the points
where the dotted line meets BB2 and BR.
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x
f(z)
FIGURE 5. The projection on the x-axis of the reconstructed source f in a neighbor-
hood of the rectangleR for theC2-smooth attenuation (on the left) vs. discontinuous
attenuation (on the right). The arrows indicate BB1.
Figure 5 shows the projection on the x-axis of the reconstructed fpzq for z P r´0.4, 0.6s ˆ
r´0.1, 0.1s. The arrows show the location of BB1 in R, where the attenuation has a jump.
In both reconstructions two types of artifacts appear, one type due to the singular support of f and
the other due to the singular support of a. Observe how the effect of the latter type of singularities
diminishes with an increase in the smoothness of a.
At the level of singular support, the image is similar to that in the non-scattering case (k “ 0).
This is expected due to the smoothing effect of scattering. A quantitative understanding of the effect
of singularities in the attenuation, in the presence of scattering is subject to future work.
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APPENDIX: NEW MAPPING PROPERTIES OF THE INTEGRATING OPERATOR e˘G
In this section we prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof. Since a P C2,spΩq, s ą 1{2, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that e˘h P C2,spΩˆS1q. For z P Ω,
let αpzq “ xα0pzq, α1pzq, ...y, and Bαpzq “ xBα0pzq, Bα1pzq, ...y, where B is the derivative in the
spatial variable. By the proof in Bernstein’s lemma [19, Chap. I, Theorem 6.3],
sup
zPΩ
8ÿ
k“1
k |αkpzq| ď sup
zPΩ
››e´hpz,¨q››
C2,s
ă 8, and sup
zPΩ
8ÿ
k“1
k |Bαkpzq| ď sup
zPΩ
››Be´hpz,¨q››
C1,s
ă 8.
Similarly, β, Bβ P l1,18 pΩq.
To prove the case p “ 0 “ q, let u P l2pN;L2pΩqq. By using Young’s inequality››e´Gu››2 “ 8ÿ
j“0
››pe´Guq´j››2L2pΩq “ ż
Ω
}α ˚ u}2l2
ď
ż
Ω
}α}2l1 }u}2l2 ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
}u}2l2 “ sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }u}2 ,(88)
where the discrete convolution (with respect to the index) is defined in (21).
To prove the case p “ 1 and q “ 0, let u P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq. We estimate the norm››e´Gu››2
1,0
“
8ÿ
j“0
p1` j2q ››pe´Guq´j››2L2pΩq “ 8ÿ
j“0
››pe´Guq´j››2L2pΩq ` 8ÿ
j“0
j2
››pe´Guq´j››2L2pΩq
ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
}u}2l2 `
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pe´Guq´j|2,(89)
where in the first inequality we use estimate (88) from the case p “ 0 “ q.
To estimate the last term in (89), we need to account for both positive and negative Fourier modes.
Let pu, and ye´h denote the sequence valued of the Fourier modes of u, and e´h, respectively, i.e.,pu “ x¨ ¨ ¨ , u´n, ¨ ¨ ¨ , u´1,u0, u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , un, ¨ ¨ ¨ y,(90a) ye´h “ x¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, α0, α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αn, ¨ ¨ ¨ y.(90b)
By using Plancherel we estimateż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pe´Guq´j|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
j2|pye´h ˚ puqj|2 “ ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Bθpe´huq|2
ď
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|e´hBθu|2 `
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|u Bθpe´hq|2.(91)
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To estimate the last two terms in (91), let xBθu denote the (double) sequence of the Fourier modes of
Bθu, and let zBθe´h denote the sequence valued of the Fourier modes of Bθe´h, i.e.,
´ixBθu “ x¨ ¨ ¨ ,´nu´n, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´u´1, 0,u1, 2u2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , nun, ¨ ¨ ¨ y,(92a)
´izBθe´h “ x¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, 0, α1, 2α2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , nαn, ¨ ¨ ¨ y.(92b)
By using Plancherel the expression in (91) becomesż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pe´Guq´j|2 ď
ż
Ω
›››ye´h ˚ xBθu›››2
l2pZq
`
ż
Ω
›››zBθe´h ˚ pu›››2
l2pZq
ď sup
Ω
›››ye´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|pxBθuqj|2 ` sup
Ω
›››zBθe´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|puj|2
“ sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
j2|puj|2 ` sup
zPΩ
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
k|αkpzq|
¸2 ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|puj|2
“ 2 sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|u´j|2 ` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq
ż
Ω
}u}2l2 ,
where in the second inequality we use Young’s inequality, in the first equality we use sup
Ω
›››ye´h›››2
l1pZq
“
sup
Ω
}α}2l1 , and sup
Ω
›››zBθe´h›››2
l1pZq
“ sup
zPΩ
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
k|αkpzq|
¸2
, and in the last equality we use the norm in
(28) and u´n “ un as u is real valued.
From the above estimate of (91), the expression in (89) becomes››e´Gu››2
1,0
ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1
˜ż
Ω
}u}2l2 ` 2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|u´j|2
¸
` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq
ż
Ω
}u}2l2
ď 2 sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }u}21,0 ` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }u}
2 ď 4 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }u}
2
1,0 .(93)
To prove the case p “ 0 and q “ 1, let u P l2pN;H1pΩqq, then u, Bu P l2pN;L2pΩqq. For
u P l2pN;L2pΩqq, e˘Gu P l2pN;L2pΩqq from the case p “ 0 “ q, so it suffices to show that
Bpe´Guq P l2pN;L2pΩqq.
The discrete convolution below is with respect to the index, while B acts on the spatial variable.››Bpe´Guq››2 “ ż
Ω
}Bpα ˚ uq}2l2 ď
ż
Ω
}α ˚ Bu}2l2 `
ż
Ω
}Bα ˚ u}2l2
ď
ż
Ω
}α}2l1 }Bu}2l2 `
ż
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}2l2 ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }Bu}2 ` sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}2 ,(94)
where in the second inequality we use discrete Young’s inequality.
From (94) and estimate (88) from the case p “ 0 “ q, we estimate the norm››e´Gu››2
0,1
“ ››e´Gu››2 ` ››Bpe´Guq››2 ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1
`}u}2 ` }Bu}2˘` sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}2
ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }u}20,1 ` sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}2 ď
´
}α}2l1,18 pΩq ` }Bα}
2
l1,18 pΩq
¯
}u}20,1 .(95)
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To prove the case p “ 1 “ q, let u P l2,1pN;H1pΩqq, then u, Bu P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq. Since
u P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq, e´Gu P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq by case p “ 1 and q “ 0. Thus suffices to show that
Bpe´Guq P l2,1pN;L2pΩqq. We estimate the norm››Bpe´Guq››2
1,0
“ ››Bpe´Guq››2 ` 8ÿ
j“0
j2
››Bpe´Guq´j››2L2pΩq
ď sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }Bu}2 ` sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}2 `
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pBpα ˚ uqq´j|2,(96)
where in the first inequality we have used estimate (94) from the case p “ 0 and q “ 1.
To estimate the last term in (96), we need to account for both positive and negative Fourier modes.
Let pu, and ye´h denote the sequence valued of the Fourier modes of u, and e´h, respectively, as in
(90), and let xBθu and zBθe´h denote the sequence valued of the Fourier modes of Bθu, and Bθe´h,
respectively, as in (92). Moreover, let xBu, and zBθBu denote the sequence valued of the Fourier
modes of Bu, respectively, BθBu, i.e.xBu “ x¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bu´n, ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bu´1, Bu0 , Bu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bun, ¨ ¨ ¨ y,
´izBθBu “ x¨ ¨ ¨ ,´nBu´n, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,´Bu´1, 0 , Bu1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nBun, ¨ ¨ ¨ y.
Similarly, let zBe´h, and {BθBe´h denote the sequence valued of the Fourier modes of Be´h, respec-
tively, BθBe´h, and recall that their negative Fourier modes vanish:zBe´h “ x¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ 0, Bα0, Bα1, Bα2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bαn, ¨ ¨ ¨ y,
´i{BθBe´h “ x¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 0, Bα1, 2Bα2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nBαn, ¨ ¨ ¨ y.
Using Plancherel and the notations above, we estimate the last term in (96) as follows.ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pBpα ˚ uqq´j|2 ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pBα ˚ uq´j|2 `
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|pα ˚ Buqq´j|2
ď
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
j2|pzBe´h ˚ puqj|2 ` ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
j2|pye´h ˚xBuqj|2
“
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|BθppBe´hquq|2 `
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Bθpe´hBuq|2
ď
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|pBθBe´hqu|2 `
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Bpe´hq Bθu|2 `
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Bθe´hBu|2 `
ż
Ω
ż
S1
|e´h BθpBuq|2.(97)
Next we estimate each term on the right hand side of (97) separately.
I. Estimate the first term in (97):ż
Ω
ż
S1
|pBθBe´hqu|2 “
ż
Ω
›››{BθBe´h ˚ pu›››2
l2pZq
ď sup
Ω
›››{BθBe´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
}pu}2l2pZq
“ sup
Ω
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
k|Bαkpzq|
¸2 ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|puj|2 “ 2 }Bα}2l1,18 pΩq ż
Ω
}u}2l2 ,
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where in the first equality we use Plancherel, in the first inequality we use Young’s inequality,
in the second equality we have used the fact that supΩ
›››{BθBe´h›››2
l1pZq
“ supzPΩ
`ř8
k“1 k|Bαkpzq|
˘2,
and in the last equality we use the norm in (28) and the fact that u´n “ un as u is real valued.
II. Estimate the second term in (97):ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Be´h Bθu|2 “
ż
Ω
›››zBe´h ˚ xBθu›››2
l2pZq
ď sup
Ω
›››zBe´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
››› xBθu›››2
l2pZq
“ sup
Ω
˜ 8ÿ
k“0
|Bαkpzq|
¸2 ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|pxBθuqj|2 “ 2 sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|u´j|2,
where in the first equality we have use Plancherel, in the first inequality we use Young’s in-
equality, in the second equality we have used the fact that supΩ
›››zBe´h›››2
l1pZq
“ supzPΩ
`ř8
k“0|Bαkpzq|
˘2,
and in the last equality we use the fact that u´n “ un as u is real valued.
III. Estimate the third term in (97):ż
Ω
ż
S1
|Bθe´hBu|2 “
ż
Ω
›››zBθe´h ˚xBu›››2
l2pZq
ď sup
Ω
›››zBθe´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
›››xBu›››2
l2pZq
“ sup
Ω
˜ 8ÿ
k“1
k|αkpzq|
¸2 ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|pxBuqj|2 “ 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq ż
Ω
}Bu}2l2 ,
where in the first equality we have use Plancherel, in the first inequality we use Young’s in-
equality, in the second equality we have used the fact that supΩ
›››zBθe´h›››2
l1pZq
“ supzPΩ
`ř8
k“1 k|αkpzq|
˘2,
and in the last equality we use the norm in (28) and the fact that u´n “ un as u is real valued.
IV. Estimate the last term in (97):ż
Ω
ż
S1
|e´h BθBu|2 “
ż
Ω
›››ye´h ˚zBθBu›››2
l2pZq
ď sup
Ω
›››ye´h›››2
l1pZq
ż
Ω
›››zBθBu›››2
l2pZq
“ sup
Ω
˜ 8ÿ
k“0
|αkpzq|
¸2 ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“´8
|pzBθBuqj|2 “ 2 sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|Bu´j|2,
where in the first equality we use Plancherel, in the first inequality we use Young’s inequality,
in the second equality we have used the fact that supΩ
›››ye´h›››2
l1pZq
“ supzPΩ
`ř8
k“0|αkpzq|
˘2,
and in the second to last equality we use u´n “ un as u is real valued.
The last term of (96) is thus estimated by
8ÿ
j“0
j2‖pBpe´Guqq´j‖2L2pΩq ď 2 }Bα}2l1,18 pΩq
ż
Ω
}u}2l2 ` 2 sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|u´j|2
` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq
ż
Ω
}Bu}2l2 ` 2 sup
Ω
}α}2l1
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|Bu´j|2.
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Therefore the estimate (96) yields,››Bpe´Guq››2
1,0
ď 2 }Bα}2l1,18 pΩq }u}
2 ` sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1
˜ż
Ω
}u}2l2 ` 2
ż
Ω
8ÿ
j“0
j2|u´j|2
¸
` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2 ` sup
Ω
}α}2l1
˜ż
Ω
}Bu}2l2 ` 2
8ÿ
j“0
j2|Bu´j|2
¸
ď 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2 ` 2 sup
Ω
}Bα}2l1 }u}21,0 ` 2 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2 ` 2 sup
Ω
}α}2l1 }Bu}21,0
ď 4 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2
1,0 ` 4 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2
1,0 .
Using the above estimate of ||Bpe´Guq||21,0 and estimate (93), the norm››e´Gu››2
1,1
“ ››e´Gu››2
1,0
` ››Bpe´Guq››2
1,0
ď 4
´
}α}2l1,18 pΩq ` }Bα}
2
l1,18 pΩq
¯
}u}21,0 ` 4 }α}2l1,18 pΩq }Bu}
2
1,0
ď 4
´
}α}2l1,18 pΩq ` }Bα}
2
l1,18 pΩq
¯
}u}21,1 .(98)
The mapping property for the case p “ 1
2
and q “ 1, follows from interpolation and the continu-
ous embeddings l2,1pN;H1pΩqq ãÝÑ l2, 12 pN;H1pΩqq ãÝÑ l2pN;H1pΩqq. 
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